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Get ready for another unforgettable adventure in the land of Equestria! Twilight Sparkle and the rest

of the Mane SixÃ¢â‚¬â€•Pinkie Pie, Fluttershy, Rarity, Applejack, and Rainbow DashÃ¢â‚¬â€•are

confronted with a perilous new danger in the form of a long-unseen enemy!Collects My Little Pony:

Friendship is Magic issues #5-8.
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I highly recommend this for anyone (younger or older) who likes the MLP:FiM cartoon show or other

modern MLP:FiM comics.This is the 5th through 8th issues of the comic compiled into a single

graphic novel style book, and it covers the entire "Nightmares" story arc. It is an excellent choice for

someone who, like myself, prefers to read these stories as a single whole book rather than as

separate comic issues.This story is slightly more action-oriented and a bit darker in tone than the

cartoon show normally is. It is still appropriate for children who watch the show, but the slightly

higher stakes give a bigger sense of danger than the cartoon typically does. As a result, I think this

is an especially good choice for anyone who is interested in seeing the ponies involved in a more

serious adventure and more perilous situations. However, there are still plenty of humorous and silly

moments in it to lighten the mood from time to time.If you like Friendship Is Magic and want to see

more adventures in Equestria, I recommend this product for you. And be sure to also check out



Volume 1 if you haven't already.

A stark departure from the previous volume. Leaps ahead in art- the pencils, character designs,

colors, and page layout are phenomenal, easily surpassing many superhero titles, and the use of

shading and lighting in the panels themselves heighten the tension in the story. And yes, there is

tension in this story- at least for something pony-related. Plus (and this is purely coming from a

personal standpoint), the main focus of this trade is Rarity, which is itself a rarity (ba da bump) in the

series narrative, and it explores some facets of her personality that begged to be showcased. I love

Rarity, and this title does not disappoint her fans at all. I commend the artist and writer for breaking

away from volume 1's designs and taking some risks with the presentation- the final package is

superb.

The comic book series of My Little Pony: Friendship is Magic is a bit different from the television

show as for the most part everything is not concluded in one short chapter. Even though the writing

style is a bit different from the originating TV series it is still a really enjoyable experience that I

would suggest to any Brony or Pegasister, young or old!

My grandaughter loves these (comic book collection) stories! More in depth plotting and

characterization than I would have guessed.But who cares? The only review that really counts is her

delighted smile when she gets the book.Only problem is that I am being lobbied for the third volume

- and there are something like 10 collections!

If you are a fan of the TV series, or of the first trade paperback, then you will love this next entry into

the comic book series as it maintains the same level of quality as the previous release.

I got this for my tween daughter for Xmas and she thought it was AMAZING!!! She said she liked the

story line and her favorite part is when they explained Princess Luna and what possessed her to

turn her into Nightmare Moon (sorry, I can't give more..I don't want it to be a spoiler alert). She said

It was very descriptive and the art was awesome. Volume 2 covers comics 5-8, so if you missed

one of those it's in here. She also enjoyed that it has a lot of pop culture references i.e. Mable from

Gravity Falls which is a t.v. show on Disney.

This story is a tad bit darker than the TV show, but more lighthearted than the first story arc of the



comics with Chrysalis (no cute creatures meet a gruesome end in this book). It deals with Nightmare

Moon, but not in the traditional way that one would assume.The artwork is fantastic, the story line is

interesting and the print work and assembly is top notch. If you or your kids enjoy My Little Pony,

pick it up. It's worth a read.

I saw this comic in the local comics shop, and was appalled at the price ($4.00 an issue) Thanks to

kindle I can finally enjoy the good storytelling without the sticker shock. This is a great comic for

those of us who can't get enough of the show. Plus it was nice seeing Trixie doing something other

than being a jerk. My daughter also liked the book.
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